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l.INTRODUCTION.

Recent extensive, especially vertical or aerial
observations of the bora (e.9. Poje 1962, Smith 1982,
Jurdec 1984), as well as some models of the bora
(Urbandid 1984, lvandan-Picek 1984, Smirh 1985), or
models of airflow over ridges (e. g. Bacmeister and
Pierrehumbert, 1988), show that the general flow of
denser air pouring over a ridge has some characteristics
of hydraulic llow. The general part ol this flow is
approximately adiabatic, and the diabatic influences can
usually be neglected. Trajectories of air parlicles can be
more or less parallel to the llow boundaries or isopletes
of potential lemperature, but they can also be rather
unknown in a mixed flow.

A series of unknown quantities such as friction,
exchange coefficients, wave and temperature field
parameters etc. prevents the creation of reliable bora
models and their verification. We therefore believe that
many unknown conditions in the bora should first be
partially treated and recognized,' regarding some
fundamental connections among the quantities and their
fields. The knowledge obtained will allow more realistic
suppositions lor complex models and will help in their
verification. The rare measurements can be found only in
higher layers above the bora and far from the mountain
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ridge: just in the downslope part ol the bora, however,
the space measurements do not exist at all.

2. STARTING SUPPOSITIONS

ln agreement with recent measurements and physical
models of airflow and the distribution of some quantities
in the bora and accepted that the two-dimensional llow of
colder air over a mountain ridge to the warmer (sea-) side
in cross section is like that presented in Fig. 1.

First the main temperature distributions and their
connections will be lormulated in and around the bora
flow. For this purpose let us establish the characteristic
heights or levels, and make suppositions ol some lapse
rates that are in agreement with the theory and
observations in cold and warm air, separately.

ln agreement with Fig. 1 the following relations should
be valid lor the chosen levels:

> zo =0
0.0 km.

where in the second line presumed typical values are
given. At these levels corresponding temperatures (T)
are defined and lhe addilional index on the temperature
or its lapse rate (y), means h for cold and t for warm air.
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Fig. 1. Schemaiic presentation of the cross-
section of an obstacle and the flow of
cold air under warm air on the lee
side (for the sYmbols sse text)

Sl. 1. Shemati6ni prikaz preseka pregrade
in loka hladnega zraka na njeni zave-
trini strani (za pomen simbolove glej
tekst)

Further, at approximately the same levels the {ollowing
relations should be valid:

Td>Tsh, Tp1>TpnpTpn. Tut>Tun e)

To simplify the problem it is supposed that the
temperature in the warm air at the.level of the mountain

ridge, as well as its overall lapse rate, are known and

constant: in the cold air, however, this should be so only

above the ridge. Therefore

Tp1= const 'aTrlz = Tt = const Tpt - Tp6 = Dp (3)

ln accordance with known relations, the adiabatic flow
of cold air down the slope and Fig. 1, the following
relations are valid:

Tsn =Tph-Ton(zg-zr,
T$ =Tpt -.J, (zn - zp)

Tp6=Tps-Dp
T6=Tpt+Tt(zp-zu)

T66=Tsn+1r(zn-26)
To = Tph +\ azp = T66 + 1526

a) (4)

b)

c)

d)

e)

0

where the last two are valid for the parallel llow only.

These relations enables us to recognise some

important relations about the temperature and its {ields,

and even some assessments of llow speed' To present

separate lindings through some examples, the lollowing
lapse rales were Presumed
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3. PARALLEL FLOW

3.1 Flow conditions

The relation between the lapse rate in a bora flow
above the ridge 1n;, and that in the bora at the bottom of

the obstacle 1s is obtained from the last relations of Eq'

(4f). lf relations (4a) and (4e) are introduced, writing
shortly lor the thickness of the flow above the ridge zn -

zp = H (which is typically 1 km), the thickness or height

of the bora layer at the bottom of the obstacle is

obtained from

zs = H (y"- tgn) / (Ta- 1b) (5)

This thickness is obviously proportional to the
stability of the cold air above the ridge, inversely
proportional to the stability of the llow at the bottom ol
the obstacle, and is rather various, in agreement with the

assessment of Smith's measurements (1 987). Typical 16

can be obtained using Eq. (5), because our idea about

the thickness is better ihan that about 16 (Jurdec 1981,

Poje 1962).
Let us use a simple form of the continuity of the mass

flow law

psvsH=povuzn (6)

where p and v are average densities and speed ol the

flow above the ridge (g) and at the bottom (b)' h is known

that the llow speed ol an incompressible fluid depends

on the confluence of the borders. The relative speed of

the bora at the bottom of the ridge can therefore be

approximately determined if zr is known or assessed.

The speed ol the flow at the bottom of the ridge is usually

enlarged due to this reason onlY

v! = vs (H/zu) (ps /eu) Q)

where the last factor - the density ratio - depends on

the height of the ridge and is nearly constant in the
presented examples i.e. (ps /pu) = B is about 0.8.

According to Eq. (5) the following equation for the flow
speed at the bottom is also valid

vo = vs B (1" - yu) / (T" - ygn) (8)

It follows that lor Tu = Ta the speed has to be vb = 0: for

evert v6> 0, however, lhere must be then Tu <Tgh' The

atmosphere ol such a flow approximately along the
surfaces of equal potential temperature is not only
warmed but stably stratilied as well. Under considerable
contraction of the flow at the bottom of the ridge, the

speed of bora is also approximately greater due to this

reason.
Additionally it must be true that the border condition

on the level z6 is Tpn < T61. otherwise the advected cold

air could not reach the bottom of the obstacle. Using this

condition and the appropriate relations of Eq. (4)' the
necessary initial temperature dilference between a cold

and warm air mass on the level ol the mountain ridge Tp1 -

Tpn = Dp, must be large enough: namelY

less stable
typical
more stable
and ol course

K/km
K/km
Klkm

Td1 T1

98
87
63

y" = 10 Klkm.
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Dp )T" Gg- zil - 6rr H -Tr Fp- zd (9)

For the assumed typical values. Do = 5.0 K is
obtained. So much colder must be the cold air to reach
the bottom of the obstacle at all. ln the assumed more
labile atmosphere the necessary temperature diflerence
can be smaller Dp = 3.0 K: in the stable 11.0 K, however.
The observed differences can be even greater (e. g.

Vu6eti6, 1985). ln the case ol the given typical values,
the speed at the bottom ol the ridge is increased, due to
confluence of trajectories only - vu= 1.6 vn. A larger
number of examples show lhat the stabilities of lhe cold
and warm air influence rather equaly on Do, but the
influence of the foot llow thickness is realtively small,
however.

A rearranged Eq. (9) enables to calculate the relative
height ol the upper level of the bora layer without known

6 (needed in Eq. 5), thus

Fig. 2. Cold air or bora llow that is, in accord
with stability of air massss,
downward lhe slope contracling a) or
thickening b) (lor the symbols sse
text)

Sl. 2. Tok hladnega zraka. ki se v skladu s
stabilnostjo zradnih mas ob pobodju
navzdol stiska a) Siri b)

which gives for typical values Dm = 3.0 K. At the
border above lhe ridge, however, the temperature
difference is

Dn = Tgt - Tsh = Dp + H (bn - yt) (13)

and gives for typical values Ds = 6.0 K. The
temperature difference at the border of both air masses
therefore decreases downward the parallel flow. lf the
colder air is not cold enought, in accord with the Eq. (9),

such a flow at the bottom of the obstacle does not exist.

3.3 Temperaturs changes at the surface

It is interesting to know how strong the cooling or
temperature decrease is on the surface at the foot of the
obstacle at the beginrring of bora flow. ln general, bora is

known as a cool wind, and realy e.g. in Senj the
temperatures on the days with bora are on an average 3
to 6 K lower than on days without bora (LukSiC 1975).
However, it is not always so (Jurdec, 1981: Brebri6,
1983; Pristov, Petkov5ek, Zaveriek, 1988).

From Fig. 3 and the data on level zo it is obvious that

the starting temperature Too (before bora begins) and
'Tinal" Tol (in bora) at the surface are given by:

Toe = Tpt +'ftzp , T4 = Tp6 + Tazp (14)

lf temperature change with time is defined by Do * Tol
- Too, cooling appear for Do < 0. From the given relations

and Fig. 3 one can find

Do=zp(Y"-tt)-Dp (1s)

which means, that at a lower obstacle the coolings are
greater and/or under cols ol a ridge more lrequent. From
Eq. (15) one can obtain the lirst condition for cooling at
the footline at a given 11 regarding the temperature
difference at the ridge level
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z6/H > l(znr, - zp\t - De) /H - tshl / (ta - Tt) (10)

Using this relation, lor the typical values again a
typical compression o{ llow to half is obtained zslH = 0.5:
under assumed more slable condilions, however, for a
diminished relative flow thicknes at the bottom z6/H < 1,

the initial temperature dillerence must be greater: Do >
7.0 K.

The cold air flow over the ridge and downward the
slope is usually lowered and accelerated due to dynamic
reasons that will be treated elsewhere (Fig. 2). From here
obtained temperature conditions only, it follows, that at
the temperature difference between the air masses Do =
5 K in our typical conditions, the flow downward the slope
is accelerated and confluenced, reaching its highest
speed at the bottom of the obstacle (Fig. 2 line a). ln the
stable stratification of air masses, however, the flow can
be dif luent (26/H > 1), and the greatest speed of the bora

is somewhere atjove the ridge (line b). For a flow speed

over the ridge e.g. vn = 15 m s-1, Eq. (7) gives the

average bora speed at the bottom vn= 24 m s-1, in the

case b), however, it is only 9 m s-1. The stability of the air
masses thus has an important inlluence on the bora
speed at the bottom of the obstacle.

3.2 Temperature at the border ol air masses

Let us now consider the temperature differences in an
inversion along the border betwebn the air masses. The
condition of Eq. (9) shows that on equality the difference
at the level zb is zero, and there is no temperature
inversion separating both air masses, which can
theref ore easily mix. Let us establish also the
lemperature diflerence at the border of masses also at

the height of the ridge zo, remembering that Do does not
represent lhe difference at the border but, regarding to
cold air, at the ridge (Eq. ac). The temperature difference
at the border of air masses at the height zo is

D'n= Tp1 - Tpm

or in accord with the relations of Eq. ( )

Dm=Dp-H(ta-Tsn)

(1 1)

(12)
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Dp t zp (y" - yt) (16)

or with the sign < lor warming. Apart from the height of
the ridge, the sign here depends on the lapse rate in the
warm air. ln typical conditions, lor cooling the initial
temperature difference on ridge level must be Do > 4,5 K'

lor presumed more labile warm air Dp > 3.0 K. however,

and for stable air Dp > 10, 5 K. ln the presumed typical

condlllons lor Do = 5.0 K (at Eq. (9)), cooling at the
surface will bs found, bul at Do < 4,5 (what is possible by

Eq. (10) at greater z5 on[], lhe air lemperature at the

surface al the beginning ol bora will rise.
. The rearranged lorm ol Eq, (16) gives the conditions

for cooling - regarding the lapse rato of the warm air

"ft>"la- Dy'zp (171

and with the opposite sign ol inequallty for warming.
For typical conditions the border is by 11 - 6.7 Klkm. The
cases are clearly presented in Fig. 3. From this it is
obvious, that also when the last condition of Eq. (2) is
mel, that enables the lowering of the air to the foot, bora
can cause there warming or temperature increase at lhe
surface.

As the air can reach the foot of the obstacle at the
condition of Eq. (9) only, warming or cooling depends on
the thickness of the bora on level z5 as well. Therefore
the condition lor cooling demands usually a greater
temperature difference on the level ol the ridge, namely

Dp r H (T" -lsn) zy'z6 (18)

For typical conditions now Do = 6.0 K is obtained.
Aparat lrom the contraction of {low, for the temperature
difference at the surlace, the lapse rate and the
thickness of the cold air above the ridge are decisive as

well. Obviously the conditions of Eqs. (16) to (18) must

zb

zo

Fig. 3. Temperature lapse rates in a warm
air, and cold air llow over an.obstacle
in a parallel llow (for the symbols see
text)

Sl. 3. Vertikalne temperaturns razporeditve
v toplem zraku inv toku hladnega
zraka 6ez pregrado (za Pomen sim-
bolov glej teksl)
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be fulfilled so that bora at the foot will be accompanied
with a decrease of temperature - broken line in Fig. 3.

4. MIXED BORA FLOW

Due to diflerent waves, turbulence and some special
phenomena inside the bora llow (Poje 1962, PetkovSek
1987) there are small chances, that the trajectories of air
particles in a flow downward the slope would be parallel

to the boundaries of the flow. More probably the flow is
soon mixed; then however, in the foot flow r1o = f . is

possible. Due to adiabatic heating there is a warming of
the whole llow and an increase ol its mean temperature,
but in the upper part ol the flow the temperatures are

lower, and in the lower part higher than before in the
parallel flow, because the heat flux of an initially stable
layer is oriented downward by overmixing.

Regarding Fig. 4 also lor a mixed flow the Eqs. (4a-d)
are valid, otherwise for the mean temperature of the flow
the lollowing partly simplified equation can be written

To6 = Tpr, - yg6 Ha + Ta [(zg + z, - zy,) l2l (1e)

Because the lapse rate in the llow at the lootline of
the obstacle is adiabatic now, we have

Toh = Tbh + \2z.6/2and Ty, =766 - 1^zd2 (20)

ln comparison with the parallel flow, now in the mixed

llow at the border with the warm air, the cold air is cooler
but at the surface warmer. The cold air or the bora llow in

these conditions more easily reaches the toot, but more
o{ten demonstrates with warming. New initial conditions,
that would enable the mixed flow to reach the {oot ol the
obstacle are now

Dp)Tu[(zn+zp) l2-26]-"ts6H'rz-T(zp-zu) (21)

Fig. 4. Schematic presentation of the coss-
section of the obstacle and
atmosphere above it (lelt), and
corresponding temperature distribu-
tions in and around a mixed llow
(right) (see text)

Sl. 4. Shematidni prikaz preseka tmoslere
ob pregradi (levo) in ustreznih tem-
peraturnih razporeditve (desno) pri
prema5anem toku za precej stabilne
razmere (za pomen simbolov Slej
teksi)
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H
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which gives lor presumed less stable, typical and
more slable cordlllons 2,5, 4.0 and 9.0 K. Comparison of
examples willbe seen in Table 1. From the Eq. (21) it
follows, that regarding Do in lhe mired fbw,lhe stability
of warm air is approximately twic€ as eflective as lh6
stability of the cold air.

The temperalure inversion separating both air massog
vanishes at the sign ol equality ol Eq. (21) and lhe
masses mix there. This vanishing happens in
comparison with the parallel flow now at a smaller Do. On
the level zo the temperature dillerence at the border of
masses is not simply defined, because it is not known il
the bora layer is already completely mixed. The
temperature difference between air masses on the level
zn is supposed to be aproximately the same as belore in
paralellflow, and is given by Eq. (13). lt is obvious, that
the temperature dilference on the border of air masses
diminishes downwards in both cases.

The changes ol lemperature in time at the surlace at
the beginning of bora are defined with the final
temperature, that is according to Fig. 4 in the mixed flow
now

Tok = Tph - ^lsnHl2 + Ta (zs + zr)/2 (22)

The initial temperature Too is the same as before, (the

lirst of Eqs. (14)). lnstead of Eqs. (16) and (18), now {or
the mixed llow the condition lor the cooling at the
surface is

Dp > Ta Qn + zo)/2 - "lsnH/Z - "t4p (23)

and in the mixed flow does not depend on zb. For the
presumed less stable, typical and more stable
conditions for Do: 3.5,5.5 and 12.5 K is obtained now.
For cooling at the surface in the mixed flow, greater initial
temperature differences of air masses are necessary.
Especially in stable conditions the temperature
differences are to be great, otherwise the bora at its
beginning will appear at the surface with warming.

By the rather shallow flow of cold air over the
mountain obstacle, the temperature diflerences at the
surface are obviously more dependenl on 11 than 1n6.
Because at the time of a Mediterranean ryclone over the
region, the warm air layers due to a general lifting of the
air, are less stable, y, is large, and bora gives coolings at
a smaller initial air mass temperature differences. By
prevailing anticyclone, however, warming at lhe surlace
should be more frequent. Because in the first case the
sky is usually overcast but in the second clear, the
appropriate temperature changes can easily be wrongly
assigned to the influence of insolation, which is in rather
turbulent bora less important, however: although a
marked daily course of air temperature in bora has been
observed also (Jurdec 1981, Pristov, Petkoviek,
Zaver5ek 1988).

It can be seen from the Table, that for the parallel flow
larger initial temperature differences between air masses
(Eq. 9) are necessary to reach the foot, than by the
mixed llow (Eq. 21), which is internally by mixing cooled

Table 1. The smallest Dp at the presumed conditions
that: a) enables the decrease of the flow to the foot ol
the obstacle, b) enables coolings at the foot surface at
the beginning of bora: for both types ol flow downward
the slope (in K)

Tabela 1 Najmanj5i Do pri postavlienih pogojih, ki: a) omoguda
spust toka v podnoile pregrade in b) omogoda
nastop ohladitev v podnoZju pri tleh ob pridetku
burje, za obe vrsti toka burje ob pobodju navzdol (v
K)

a,
fbw: parallel mixed
equation: (9) (21\
less stable 3,0 2,5
typical 5,0 4,O

more stable 11,0 9,0

b,
parallel mixed
(18) (23)
3,0 3,s
4,5 5,5

10.4 12.5

in the upper part, and warmed in the lower. The opposite
can be found by the temperatuie changes with time at
the surface: for the cooling effect in parallel flow smaller
initial temperature differences are necessary (Eq. 18)
than for the mixed llow (Eq. 23). Probably the bora f low in
nature is rather (although may be not completely) mixed,
and the mixed flow is nearer to that in nalure.

Smith (1985) states in his model, that in some cases
the warm air under the height of zn is mixed well, and this
air is after him as after Bacmeister and Pierrehumberl
(1988) bordered by the reflection layer for internal waves
and turbulence. ln the mixed warm air the stratification is
lhen more labile, which forms on both borders of this
layertemperature inversions - broken lines in Fig. 4. The
lower inversion is at the height of zs and enables the
bora flow to the loot of the obstacle at smaller initial
temperature differences, at the surface the coolings are
greater, however. This puts.in doubt the statement ol
Brebri6 (1983)that by bora the stability of air masses in
the windward side is more imporlant than on the lee side.

5. CONCLUSION

The presented thermodynamic and lemperature
connections and f ields in a cold f low and around it, show
many peculiarities regarding the f low of the cold air over
a mountain ridge or obstacle, which is typical for bora.
Rather rare exaustive analyses confirm most of them
(Sijerkovid 1980, Jurdec 1981, Poje 1962, Pristov,
Petkoviek, ZaverSek 1988). There are some aerial
measurements above bora and lar lrom the ridge as well
that agree also. ln the bora f low directly along the slope,
however, measurements do not exist at all, because
bora does not allow them. We believe that the results of
bora models must be in agreement with the presented
and rather simply obtained results, and that these will be
of help while constructing and verifying more complex
bora models.
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